Meeting held at Northam on Monday, 2 September 2019

WEATHER: Overcast  TRACK: Good  KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 1.10pm
Stewards: Mr S Jones, Mr C Kerr, Mr M Pascoe
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr J Moore
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings
Lure Driver: Mr R Archibald

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 1 ROMAN BLUE (2/9)
Ineligible: Race 2 & 4 HOSIER LANE (2/9)
LATE SCRATCHINGS:
R24(3) - Race 4 KARMA TRAIN x 28 days (1.10pm)
SATISFACTORY TRIALS:
R69B - Race 6 QUE ANDIAMO x 1 Field
SAMPLES TAKEN:  Race 4 ACE CRUISING, Race 9 WISE ROSBERG

Race 1 - Novice/Country/297 - Novice - 1:39 PM
(297M): VANESSA KEEPING began quickly. ALL TEMPTATION, FIERCE TORQUE & DOUBLE CRACKER began slowly. JUST A DREAMER & WAGTAIL THYME collided soon after the start. ALL TEMPTATION checked off the heels of JUST A DREAMER approaching the first turn. JUST A DREAMER, FIERCE TORQUE & DOUBLE CRACKER collided on the first turn, FIERCE TORQUE & DOUBLE CRACKER lost ground. DOUBLE CRACKER checked off the heels of FIERCE TORQUE on the first turn.

Race 2 - Mixed 5/6/Country/297 - Mixed 5/6 - 1:54 PM
(297M): FAIRY MONELLI began quickly. SANSA MONELLI & BLUE DIABLO collided soon after the start. BLUE DIABLO & ZANZIQUE collided soon after the start. COMMANDER JACK & HOLD IT TOGETHER collided soon after the start and approaching the first turn. BLUE DIABLO & VAGABLONDE collided on the first turn. BLUE DIABLO shifted out and raced wide on the first turn. FAIRY MONELLI checked off the heels of BLUE DIABLO on the first turn. HOLD IT TOGETHER checked off the heels of JET FLYER approaching the home turn. SANSA MONELLI & COMMANDER JACK collided on the home turn. COMMANDER JACK & JET FLYER collided in the home straight.

Race 3 - Grade 6/Country/509 (1) - Grade 6 - 2:14 PM
(509M): ALIANTE began quickly. BLACK JOKER & TRUDY KEEPING began slowly. YADA YADA & SUNSET HARLEY collided soon after the start and on the first turn. SUNSET HARLEY & TRUDY KEEPING collided on the first turn, SUNSET HARLEY & TRUDY KEEPING lost ground. BLACK JOKER checked off the heels of VILLAFLY on the second turn. BLACK JOKER checked off the heels of YADA YADA on the third turn.

Race 4 - Grade 6/Country/297 (1) - Grade 6 - 2:34 PM
(297M): BERYLLIUM, BULLET PASS & SIMPLY READY began slowly. OAKS VALLEY & BERYLLIUM collided soon after the start. EZY DOLLARS & BULLET PASS collided soon after the start. ACE CRUISING & ROLLIE BEXON collided approaching the first turn. OAKS VALLEY & EZY DOLLARS collided on the first turn. ROLLIE BEXON checked off the heels of EZY DOLLARS and collided with BULLET PASS on the first turn. OAKS VALLEY & EZY DOLLARS collided on the home turn.

Race 5 - Grade 6/Country/509 (2) - Grade 6 - 2:57 PM
(509M): KARA KEEPING began quickly. KABARANGI began slowly and jumped awkwardly at the start. FRANTIC TORQUE & BLACK RENEGADE collided soon after the start. SURGENIE & FRANTIC TORQUE collided approaching the first turn. BLACK RENEGADE checked off the heels of ABBY BOY on the first turn. FRANTIC TORQUE raced wide on the first turn. SURGENIE checked off the heels of HELLO I'M BUGSY in the back straight. FRANTIC TORQUE checked off the heels of ABBY BOY in the back straight. ABBY BOY checked off the heels of SURGENIE on the third turn. FRANTIC TORQUE & ABBY BOY collided approaching the home turn. BLACK RENEGADE checked off the heels of ABBY BOY approaching the home turn.
Race 6 - Mixed 4/5/Country/297 - Mixed 4/5 - 3:17 PM
(297M): LADY WILD FIRE began quickly. PURE PESH & QUE ANDIAMO began slowly. QUE ANDIAMO eased due to injury soon after the start. LADY WILD FIRE & MOLLY MONELLI collided approaching the first turn. LADY WILD FIRE & QUE PASA collided on the first turn. QUE PASA & CHASIN' DESTINY collided on the first turn. LADY WILD FIRE & MOLLY MONELLI collided on the first turn. LADY WILD FIRE checked off the heels of CHASIN' DESTINY on the first turn. LADY WILD FIRE & PURE PESH collided approaching the home turn and on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed QUE ANDIAMO has a truncal - lumbo-sacral injury/soreness and has been stood down for 10 days.

Stewards inquired into a report that QUE ANDIAMO had failed to pursue the lure with due commitment soon after the start. Trainer Mrs M Hepple acknowledged the report and subsequently following the report of an injury of truncal - lumbo-sacral injury/soreness and a 10 day stand-down period, QUE ANDIAMO was placed on a field satisfactory trial under R69B.

Race 7 - Mixed 5/6 (mid Dist)/Country/588 - Mixed 5/6 (mid Dist) - 3:36 PM
(588M): MJOLNIRS MIGHT began quickly. IT'S A DIAMOND & WHINEY WHINE began slowly. WHINEY WHINE checked off the heels of GLOBAL GIRL soon after the start. IT'S A DIAMOND checked off the heels of WHO'S GOT SUBI on the first turn. GLOBAL GIRL & ZIPPING MILLY collided on the second turn. AZZARO checked off the heels of IT'S A DIAMOND on the second turn. ZIPPING MILLY checked off the heels of GLOBAL GIRL on the home turn.

Race 8 - Free For All (s)/Country/297 - Free For All (s) - 3:55 PM
(297M): MAGIC BRANDI & KAOS BE COOL began quickly. WESTWORTH & JAYELL MAGIC began slowly. TYLER KEEPING & WAYNE'S ROCKET collided soon after the start. WARRINGA & MAQUE collided approaching the first turn. MAQUE, TYLER KEEPING, WAYNE'S ROCKET & MAGIC BRANDI collided on the first turn. TYLER KEEPING & WAYNE'S ROCKET lost ground. WESTWORTH & MAGIC BRANDI collided on the first turn. MAGIC BRANDI checked off the heels of WESTWORTH on the home turn. MAGIC BRANDI checked off the heels of KAOS BE COOL on the home turn. MAGIC BRANDI & JAYELL MAGIC collided on the home turn.

Race 9 - Free For All (s)/Country/509 - Free For All (s) - 4:17 PM
(509M): LITTLE MISS DOZA & GALINA REZNIKOV began quickly. DUSTY MAC & HELLO I'M BIGGIE began slowly. WISE RHONDA & HELLO I'M DOM collided soon after the start. HELLO I'M DOM checked off the heels of WISE RHONDA and collided with LITTLE MISS DOZA approaching the first turn. LITTLE MISS DOZA, GALINA REZNIKOV & HELLO I'M DOM collided on the first turn. HELLO I'M DOM lost ground. GALINA REZNIKOV & HELLO I'M BIGGIE collided on the first turn. GALINA REZNIKOV checked off the heels of DUSTY MAC on the second turn. HELLO I'M DOM checked off the heels of DUSTY MAC on the third turn. LITTLE MISS DOZA checked off the heels of WISE RHONDA approaching the home turn.

Race 10 - Grade 5/Country/297 - Grade 5 - 4:40 PM
(297M): HELLO I'M STEWIE & I'M EXCITABLE began slowly. MISS TRUFFLES & FARMOR KA CHING collided soon after the start. HELLO I'M STEWIE checked off the heels of MISS TRUFFLES soon after the start. MISS TRUFFLES & HAYLEY BECCA collided soon after the start. MISS TRUFFLES hit inside running rail approaching the first turn. MISS TRUFFLES lost ground. I'M EXCITABLE & WAGGERS collided on the first turn. WAGGERS checked off the heels of I'M EXCITABLE on the first turn. WAGGERS lost ground.

Race 11 - Grade 5/Country/509 - Grade 5 - 5:02 PM
(509M): NO ADDED SUGAR, SIMPLY GIFTED & LUCY'S NIMBUS began slowly. YOPPI ALLEN & HELLO I'M GISELE collided soon after the start. YOPPI ALLEN checked off the heels of HELLO I'M GISELE approaching the first turn. HELLO I'M GISELE & FANTASTIC JOEY collided on the first turn. ENIGMA BOY checked off the heels of HELLO I'M GISELE on the first turn. NO ADDED SUGAR shifted out and raced wide on the first turn. HELLO I'M GISELE checked off the heels of YOPPI ALLEN on the second turn. YOPPI ALLEN checked off the heels of ASHY LARRY on the third turn. HELLO I'M GISELE checked off the heels of FANTASTIC JOEY approaching the home turn. YOPPI ALLEN checked off the heels of LUCY'S NIMBUS in the home straight.

Race 12 - Grade 6/Country/297 (2) - Grade 6 - 5:23 PM
AYSUM BLACK began slowly. TIGER KEEPING & MY BRO JIMBO collided soon after the start. MY BRO JIMBO & BELLA BOMB collided soon after the start. HEZA HARLEY & MY BRO JIMBO collided approaching the first turn. MY BRO JIMBO & KILLA DOLLARS collided on the first turn and approaching the home turn.

FINAL.